OFFICE USE ONLY
CLIENT/JOB No. ……………..

AERIAL APPLICATION REQUEST FORM

TRADING NAME

CONTACT PERSON

ADDRESS

U.H.F.
P/CODE

AGENT

/

/

HA

AREA TREATED

WEED/PEST

TIME

CHEMICAL

AIRCRAFT

PREFERRED TIME

PREFERRED WIND DIRECTION

BATCH No.

FINISH

APP. RATE/HA

WIND

TEMP

/

WATER
VOLUME/HA

WEATHER
TOTAL

/

UNTIL

YES / NO

OTHER HAZARDS

(SEE MAP)

/

/

COST PER HA $
AIRCRAFT

LOADER

CONDITIONS

*ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS AND/OR REMARKS FROM REVERSE SIDE

MEMO
POWERLINES

SUPPLIER

VALID FROM

TACHO
START

MOBILE

G.P.S

RECOMMENDATION MADE BY

CROP

DATE

PH. No.
MAP REF.

DATE OF ORDER

INVOICE No. …………………

CHEM

PILOT

TOTAL

GUIDELINES & CHECKLIST FOR AERIAL APPLICATION
Guidelines
A. Complete the Aerial Application Request Form on the reverse side, giving as complete as possible all information requested. Disregard columns with shaded headings.
B. It is mandatory to supply a map of the proposed treatment area. The map must include a clearly drawn NORTH arrow, show any powerlines passing over or adjacent to
the treatment area, and include all other information necessary for the pilot to safely locate and carry out the job.
C. The following checklist MUST be completed before any aerial application can be carried out. To ensure the accuracy of this information, all neighbours who may be
affected by the proposed aerial application should be consulted before answering the following checklist.
Circle as reqd.
Checklist
1.

Are the agricultural chemicals you intend to use registered for aerial application and are the required application rates in accordance with the label recommendations?

YES

NO

2.

Have you shown on the accompanying map the land use and vegetation type on ALL sides of the proposed treatment area?

YES

NO

3.

Are there any houses, workplaces or any other inhabited buildings or sensitive areas over or near which the aircraft must not fly?

NO

4.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

NO

YES
YES

Adjacent to the treatment area, are there any of the following which may be susceptible to, or contaminated by any of the products you intend applying?

(Circle below as appropriate)

CROPS

ORGANIC FARMS

AQUATIC FARMS

DAMS

TREES

SCHOOLS/BUS RUNS

PASTURE

BEES

CHANNELS

ROADS

FLORA/FAUNA

WORKERS/CONTRACTORS

LIVESTOCK

VINES

RIVERS

GARDENS

DWELLINGS

TOWNS

If you have answered in this column, or circled any of the above, please give additional information on the other side of this form.
Please SIGN and return these completed forms and your map to our company or your chemical agent
FAILURE TO CARRY OUT ANY OF THE ABOVE WILL MEAN AERIAL APPLICATION WILL NOT PROCEED.
I certify that the information provided in this checklist is, to the best of my knowledge, complete and correct.
Name:

Signature:
Thank you for assisting the Aerial Agricultural Industry maintain the highest possible standards.

Date:

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AERIAL APPLICATION
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The aerial applicator warrants to use its best endeavours to
undertake the application based upon the instructions contained in the spray order/work order form. Unless the spray
order form is fully completed and signed where indicated the
aerial applicator is released and indemnified by the contracting grower/farmer from all actions, suits, claims, demands,
costs, damages and expenses due to the application or any
pre-application tasks howsoever arising. This clause is a fundamental term of this agreement.
If adverse environmental conditions, including adverse
weather conditions, cause any delay in the application from
that represented in the spray order form (which environmental
conditions shall be within the sole discretion of the aerial
applicator), the aerial applicator will not be liable for any
costs, claims, suits, demands or any consequential damages or
losses of the contracting grower/farmer due to the delayed
application.
Any liability of the aerial applicator for breach of any provision of or term implied by Division 2 of Part V of the Trade
Practices Act 1974 (Cth) or equivalent state legislation shall
not exceed the resupply of the application in question or payment of the cost of resupply.
In no event whether as a result of breach of contract, warranty,
tort (including negligence) or otherwise shall the aerial applicator be liable for any special, consequential, incidental, exemplary, aggravated or penal damages or expenses including
but not limited to loss of profit, goodwill, reliance loss, costs
or claims by third parties. This warranty is exclusive of all
other warranties or remedies whether written, oral, implied or
statutory. Any and all implied warranties of merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose, course of dealing or usage of
trade are hereby expressly disclaimed and excluded as allowable under the law.
Payment to the aerial applicator shall be made within 14 days
of receipt of invoice and must be received by the aerial applicator before any dispute or claim can be made in relation to
the application.
In consideration of the aerial applicator undertaking the application, the contracting grower agrees to release and indemnify
the aerial applicator, its officers, directors, agents, servants,
employees and shareholders and suppliers of any aircraft from
any and all liabilities, claims, demands or actions or causes of
action whatsoever including any liability imposed by statute,
arising out of any damage, loss or injury to the contracting
grower/farmer or third parties due to the aerial application or
pre-application tasks whether such loss, damage or injury
results from negligence of the aerial applicator, its officers,
directors, agents, servants, employees or shareholders or from
some other cause.
The contracting grower/farmer or their agronomist or agent
warrants that it will notify the aerial applicator of all relevant
and accurate information necessary for the applicator to carry

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

out all appropriate planning and hazard and risk assessment and management. Such information shall include
but not be limited to hazards (including power lines and
SWER lines in or near the application area) and obstructions; susceptible crops; grazing livestock; environmentally susceptible areas; school bus runs and times; staff or
contractors working in or near the application area and
times of their entry/exit.
Any requirement for neighbour notification, either specified on label or through State legislation, industry code
of practice or other means shall be the responsibility of
the grower/farmer.
The contracting grower/farmer acknowledges that if during the course of the application it is necessary to dump a
load of chemical due to requirements of safety there will
be no right of action on behalf of the contracting grower/
farmer against the aerial applicator.
By entering the agreement the contracting grower/farmer
warrants and acknowledges that any chemical required
by them to be applied by the aerial applicator is a registered chemical for the application required and that the
application conforms to the label of the pesticide and to
any relevant State legislation.
The contracting grower/farmer warrants that the product
rate and application is in accordance with the relevant
registered label and that the product is registered. If that
is not the case the contracting grower/farmer agrees to
indemnify the aerial applicator for any loss or damage
including any loss of business of the aerial applicator.
Any use of odorous chemicals shall be at the sole risk of
the grower/farmer and the grower/farmer indemnifies the
applicator from any actions arising out of the use of such
chemicals.
The grower/farmer or their agent accepts that it is at the
sole discretion of the aerial applicator what means are
taken to ensure the management of chemical drift. Such
means could include but not be limited to aircraft set-up,
application technique, water rates, use of buffer zones or
waiting for better weather conditions.
The grower/farmer accepts that there may be some areas
of the application site that may not be able to be treated
optimally due to the presence of hazards to safe flying
including but not limited to trees, power lines and associated infrastructure, paddock shape, environmentally sensitive areas, and waterways. The grower/farmer indemnifies the applicator against any loss of yield or other
issues arising from such.
The grower/farmer agrees to ensure that all staff, contractors, visitors or others are not permitted to enter or be
within the application site or immediate surrounds for the
time commencing from 30 minutes before the commencement of application until 30 minutes after the com-

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

pletion of the application or for the period prescribed for reentry into the application site on the chemical label, whichever
is the longer.
If payment for any application by the aerial applicator is outstanding by the contracting grower/farmer, according to these
terms and conditions, the aerial applicator is entitled at its option not to undertake any further applications.
The contracting grower/farmer represents and warrants that he
was not induced to enter into this agreement by and did not
rely on any representations or warranties made by the aerial
applicator or the aerial applicator’s servants or agents about the
subject matter of this agreement. The contracting grower/
farmer further acknowledges and warrants that these conditions of spraying contract are the whole agreement between the
parties and may not be varied except in writing.
The term “aerial applicator” in these conditions of spraying
contract means the owner or the operator of any aircraft used
in the application, the pilot of any aircraft used in the application, servants or agents of either the owner, operator or pilot,
contractors or subcontractors of the owner, operator or pilot or
any associated or subsidiary companies of the owner, operator
or pilot.
The contracting grower/farmer hereby agrees and warrants that
if he is approached by any government instrumentality including but not limited to the EPA, WorkCover or CASA or
equivalent, the contracting grower/farmer will immediately
notify the aerial applicator and provide whatever assistance the
aerial applicator may require concerning the government instrumentality’s enquiry including but not limited to all documents relating to the application.
Upon signing of these terms and conditions the person warrants that they have authority to bind the corporate entity (if
applicable) and also acknowledges that if the corporate entity
cannot pay the application costs they will be personally liable
for the application costs.
The person signing these terms and conditions acknowledges
that they have read and understood the same.

I hereby accept these terms and conditions:
Name:
Position:
Company:
Date:

